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Work Scheme:
The Tudors

CHERTSEY
MUSEUM

The Tudors

Make a quill pen and try writing with ink as the Tudors would have done.

Literacy

Looking at the tiles, create a story based on the images.

What would life have been like in Tudor times? Write a diary entry as one of
Henry VIII's servants.

Geography

Have a look at the street names in your local area. What clues do they give us
to what was there in the past? e.g. Abbey Road, Church Street.

Make your own Tudor ruff using the instructions given.
Art/Creative

Design and make an Abbey-style tile out of clay.
Paint your own Tudor portrait.
The Terrible Tudors - create a frozen image or scene based on a terrible
Tudor fact!

Drama
The Status Game. Everyone is to be given a number (1=low status, 10=high).
Create a Tudor street scene with the numbers given. Bring it to life.

Other Suggestions

Research Tudor recipes online and make one.
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Work Scheme:
Chertsey Abbey

CHERTSEY
MUSEUM

Chertsey Abbey

Make a quill pen and try writing with ink as the Monks would have done.

Literacy

Looking at the tiles, create a story based around your own mythical beast or
creature.

What would life have been like after Henry VIII tore down the Abbey? Write a
diary entry for a Monk.

Geography

Have a look at the street names in your local area. What clues do they give us
to what was there in the past? e.g. Abbey Road, Church Street.

Make a clay pot or tile.
Have a go at knitting with wool.
Art/Creative
Build your own Abbey using old cardboard boxes and scraps.

Create a series of short dramas about life in the Abbey.

Drama

Other Suggestions

Grow your own vegetables. Can your class be self sufficient like the Monks?
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How to make a quill pen and
write like a Tudor

CHERTSEY
MUSEUM

Materials Needed:



A quill feather
Scissors
Paper
A guide on how to form letters in the style of the Tudors.
A bottle of washable fountain pen ink
Table cloth

1.

Cover the table with a table cloth.

2.

Take a feather and snip the end off diagonally to create a point.

3.

Carefully pull off some of the feathers at the bottom of the quill so that they
don’t get ink on them when you use the quill.

4.

Study the Tudor-style lettering (alphabets available online)

5.

Dip it carefully in the ink.

6.

Practice writing — Tudor style!
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Write a story based on
the Abbey Tiles

CHERTSEY
MUSEUM

Materials Needed:

Abbey tiles or pictures of Abbey tiles

Paper
1.

Study the tiles or the pictures of the tiles on pages 11 to 14.

2.

What can you see in them?

3.

Write a story based on what you see on the frame provided on page 7.
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/0e/Illuminated_Frontispiece_WDL6800.png
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tudor_rose.svg
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Make a Tudor Ruff
CHERTSEY
MUSEUM

Materials Needed:

A4 paper cut into strips

Hole punch

String

Glue

Ruler
How to make:
1) Concertina fold each strip of paper, making each fold 2cm deep.
2) With each strip folded, make a hole with the hole punch towards one edge.
3) Glue the folded strips together, end to end to give one long concertina. Make sure the holes
are all at the same edge.
4) Thread the string though the holes and tie carefully around your neck. Your ruff is complete!
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How to make an Abbey Tile
CHERTSEY
MUSEUM

Materials Needed:

Air-drying clay in two colours (terracotta plus either stone or
grey work well together.)

Clay tools

Rolling pin (optional)

Paper and pencil to plan
1.

Study pictures of the tiles on pages 11 to 14 and create a sketch of your
design on paper.

2.

Roll out or form a square of terracotta-coloured clay.

3.

Use the clay tools to dig out your design in the square of terracotta clay.

4.

Create a long thin snake of stone or grey coloured clay.

5.

Fit this snake of clay into the grooves you have dug out for your design. You
will now have your design inset into the terracotta tile.

6.

Smooth the surface of the tile, being careful not to smear the inlayed colour
over the surface of the terracotta tile.

7.

Let it dry.

As an alternative to stone or grey coloured clay, you could try filling the design
with glitter glue!
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Picture of the tiles

Abbey Tile depicting Aries the Ram, a zodiac sign
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Picture of the tiles

Abbey Tile depicting a figure standing and pruning trees
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Abbey Tile with Winged Creature
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Abbey Tile — This tile depicts the head of a Bishop
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How to make a quill pen and
write like a Monk

CHERTSEY
MUSEUM

Materials Needed:



A quill feather
Scissors
Paper
A guide on how to form letters in the Unicial style
A bottle of washable fountain pen ink
Table cloth

1.

Cover the table with a table cloth.

2.

Take a feather and snip the end off diagonally to create a point.

3.

Carefully pull off some of the feathers at the bottom of the quill so that they
don’t get ink on them when you use the quill.

4.

Study the Unicial-style lettering (alphabets available online)

5.

Dip it carefully in the ink.

6.

Practice writing —Monk style!
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Grow your own fruit and vegetables
like the Monks
Here are a few suggestions based of things that you could grow
based on what the Monks grew.
Apples
Pears
Plums
Carrots
Garlic
Leek
Onion
Parsnips
Cabbage
Cauliflower
Radish
Green peas
Turnip
Herbs
(source: Wikipedia — medieval gardening)

They didn’t have potatoes because these originated in the New World so were
not known in England until later.
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Drawing of Abbey Buildings

Picture for reference when building an
Abbey out of old cardboard boxes and
scraps.
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Web Links

The Tudors Weblinks
Chertsey Abbey
https://youtu.be/Ae6_Pcwt1kE
https://youtu.be/YUa1A4Oaz1s
https://youtu.be/YUa1A4Oaz1s

The Tudors
www.chiddingstone.kent.sch.uk/homework/Tudors.html
www.brims.co.uk/tudors/tudors.htm
Audio clips
www.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/subjects/history/tudors
Tudor Activities
www.activityvillage.co.uk/tudor_theme.htm
Tudor Recipes
www.historyextra.com/article/food/recipes-tudor-kitchen

Always check websites first to ensure suitability for your class.
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